My first race
On Thursday I sent my family in vacations, Friday I mounted a
new rear tyre and a support for the camera and after lunch I'm on
my way to Gaschney (France)....I must be totally crazy to race with
that bike but that is what makes it interesting. In the late
Afternoon I arrive at the paddock after a relaxed ride. It is
situated quitelovely at the foot of a skiing ressort at about

1000 m height in the Vosges mountains. And it is busy there without being hectically.
The technical control is going on and a walk though the paddock is a pleasure for eyes
and ears.

I'm going to pass the technical control too which for a road diesel bike is reduced to a
control of my Helmet (EC05) The time I am sorting my stuff and preparing my lunch
Jean (Peugeot Diesel), Roland (Hatz Taurus) and then Bernhard (Dieselwiesel) and
Andre (Centaurus) are arriving. A little diesel gang is together and the evening is
finishing in a comfortable way. The next morning the formalities are beginning with a
positive surprise: For the diesel category their is no entry fee (and I'm getting money
back as I payd before) I only need a one day's racing licence (35.€) and the loaning fee
(10.€) for the transponder. All is happening in a relaxed frech way of live even with a
lot of Swiss racers as the race is part of the Swiss championship for historic bikes too. A
little walk just to look around:

What else was to see:

Some race preparations: I'm replacing a
lost screw at the escape and Berhard is
changing his footboards for small footrests
and is tending his primary chain.

About midday drivers communications takes place
in French and German and I'm getting a bit nervous. The Diesel bikes are in the third
group the first one is rolling down to the start (the paddock is uphill).

Than its our turn ..... lots of tension...firstly all together downhill with „stopped“
Motor..I'm always afraid to cut the way of a solo motorbike with my sidecar. And then
the start but see yourself: practice session there are lots of possibilities to do better. The
first qualifying session than very
embarrassing; by waiting so long with the
clutch it is getting hot and just in the
moment of the green light it is blocking
and the motor turns off. The first 3 or 4
gear changes needs several intends too.
And that in the moment when my fanclub
(three friend from Palatina) arrived. Some
more Diesel drivers arrive we are 7 now (+
a Hatz Dneper and the very huge Ebster).
The evening is getting long with red
wine and live music to fight the cold.
After a short night in the morning:
rain and it should rain a bit time to
time all over the day. Great: wet race.
Some early tuning I am fixing a
hammer on the frame of the sidecar in
order to avoid to get under the brake
with my toes while moving around on
the sidecar.
Wake up for the second qualifying session Adrenalin is
eliminating the sleep 3:16 it's getting better time to time I
don't have to gear down in the curves and to run with the
momentum (diesel drivers first losses their lives before
loosing speed) but still some problems at the start (a diesel
is not accelerating but it is augmenting speed step by step)
Before lunch than the first run 3:11 not so bad. But I am
reaching my limits, in the big turn left the rear wheel is
loosing grip...... In between the runs I have some time to look what the race sidecars are
doing. Quite spectacular they must be crazy seen the speed they have, look at this: 1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 In my pauses I am talking about my bike nd my project in
three laguages. It is a very relaxed and familial event worth visiting it. Than the second
run in my opinion the best. And once again 3:11 a bit faster than Bernhard and just
behind Roland. It is afternoon and I have to pack my luggage. The fun run I am leaving
out my shoulder aches a bit and with all te luggage on wet road, no thanks.
At 18:00 begins award ceremony and it is a great surprise for me:
I won the race
it's been on regularity not on speed (I didn't know).
My way home has been without problems and not too wet.

